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RUN 5: logbook so far
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Gas system “issues”
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Restored/improved alarms 
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•I re-evaluated the alarm systems [10/06/2024]: 

•most of the alarms were not active  re-activated 

•some of the “new” important quantities (humidity, oxygen levels) and 
other useful quantities are alarmed with a Warning system

→

•At least for me, the newly restored alarm system worked on the night 
between 11th of June and 12th of June, when the power cut happened (I 
woke up with the alarms) 

•Midas control panel allows for simple alarms based on a simple condition. 
Regarding more complex alarms, in case, we’ll have to develop them at the 
frontend level.



New .csv with “good” data runs
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•I will maintain, at least temporarily, a .csv files tagging the RUN5 data runs that 
we believe are “good”: 
•no pedestals 
•no calibrations 
•no “bad” runs [e.g. the runs with high oxygen concentration] 

•You can find the link to the file on the Operation wiki page, together with other 
useful information:

•I will update this file once per week, until a definitive solution is implemented

https://github.com/CYGNUS-RD/WIKI-documentation/wiki/Operations

